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Quick Preview

➢ Procedure planning in instructional videos requires a model to make goal-directed plans, given the current visual observations 

in unstructured real-life videos.

➢ We propose a diffusion-based model, PDPP, for procedure planning in instructional videos.

➢ We remove the expensive intermediate supervision, and simply use task labels from instructional videos as supervision instead.



Quick Preview

➢ The key insight of PDPP is to treat this problem as a distribution fitting problem and model the whole intermediate action 

sequence distribution.

➢ To model the uncertainty in procedure planning, we propose our PDPP based on diffusion models.

➢ We add the condition projection operation into the diffusion process to ensure correct guidance for diffusion.



Quick Preview

➢ Our PDPP model achieves the state-of-the art performance on three datasets with different scales, even without the task 

supervision.

➢ Our PDPP model has an excellent ability to model the uncertainty in procedure planning and can produce both diverse and 

reasonable plans.

Main Results

Diversity and accuracy of plans

Distribution Divergence with GT
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Motivation

➢ Previous approaches for procedure planning in instructional videos treat it as a sequence planning problem and focus

on predicting each action accurately.

 Two-branch autoregressive method to predict the intermediate states and actions step by step: easy to accumulate errors during the 

planning process

 Transformer-based single branch non-autoregressive model: multiple learning objectives, complex training schemes and tedious inference 

process

 Require heavy intermediate visual or language annotations

➢ Modeling the uncertainty in procedure planning is also important.

 There might be more than one reasonable plan sequences to transform from the given start state to goal state

 Eg: change the order of “add sugar” and “add butter” in task “making cake” will not affect the final result



Introduction

Motivation

➢ Taking the whole intermediate action sequence distribution as learning objective rather than every discrete action.

 Transform the planning problem to a sampling process from the learned distribution

 Optimize model with a simple MSE loss, which results in less learning objectives and simpler training schemes

 Use task labels from instructional videos as supervision instead

➢ Modeling the uncertainty in procedure planning with diffusion model.

 Adding randomness to our distribution-fitting process by learning with a diffusion model

 Convenient to apply conditional diffusion process with the given observations and task class based on diffusion models
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Method

Projected Diffusion for Procedure Planning in Instructional Videos（PDPP）

➢ Conditional action sequence input + Condition projection during learning + Diffusion.



Method

Step1

➢ Given the start and goal observations, predict which task category the video is about.

Make Jello Shots

Build Simple Floating Shelves

Make Irish Coffee

…

 We implement task classifier with simple MLP 
models and use the ground truth task labels in 
instructional videos to supervise the output c.



Method

Step2

➢ Construct conditional action sequence input by concatenate observations, actions(one hot feature) and task class(one hot 

feature) along the feature dimension. Observations and task class are conditional dimensions.

feature 
dimension



Method

Step3

➢ Apply diffusion process to the conditional action sequence input. Condition projection is added to both the training and 

sampling process to ensure correct guidance for diffusion.

 We use the basic U-Net as our learnable model for

diffusion. Convolution operation along the planning 

horizon dimension is used for downsample.

 Learning objective for learnable model fθ is the initial  

input x0 rather than the noise added at each forward  

diffusion step.

 Condition projection is implemented by assigning the  

initial value to observation and task dimensions.



Method

Step3

➢ Training scheme and sampling process of PDPP.

 Weight matrix w is used to assign a bigger weight 

to a1 and aT, since they are actions the most 

related to the input observations.
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Experiments

➢ Evaluation results on CrossTask for procudure planning with prediction horizon T = 3, 4.

➢ Evaluation results on CrossTask for procudure planning with longer planning horizons.

Evaluation results of mIoU

with different batch size on CrossTask.



Experiments

➢ Evaluation results on NIV and COIN for procudure planning with prediction horizon T = 3, 4.



Experiments

➢ Ablation study on the role of task supervision.



Experiments

➢ Evaluating probabilistic modeling.

 Baselines:

• Noise: remove the diffusion process in PDPP and samples from a random noise with the given observations and task class condition in one shot

• Deterministic: setting the start distribution as zero thus the model directly predicts a certain result with the given conditions

Evaluation results of the plan distributions metrics

Evaluation results of diversity and accuracy metrics.



Experiments

➢ Visualizations for uncertainty modeling.
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Conclusion

➢ In this work, we cast the procedure planning as a conditional distribution-fitting problem and model the joint 

distribution of the whole intermediate action sequence as our learning objective, which can be learned with a simple 

training scheme.

➢ We introduce an efficient approach for training the procedure planner, which removes the supervision of visual or 

language features and relies on task supervision instead.

➢ We propose a novel projected diffusion model (PDPP) to learn the distribution of action sequences and produce all 

intermediate steps at one shot.

➢ We evaluate our PDPP on three instructional videos datasets and achieve the state-of-the-art performance across 

different prediction time horizons.

➢ Our PDPP model has an excellent ability to model the uncertainty in procedure planning and can produce both diverse 

and reasonable plans.



Thank you!

Code Link: https://github.com/MCG-NJU/PDPP

Contact me: wwanghanlin06@gmail.com

https://github.com/MCG-NJU/PDPP

